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Abstract 
The interval number i(P) of a poset P is the smallest t such that P is a containment poset of sets 
that are unions of at most t real intervals. For the special poset Bn(k) consisting of the singletons 
and k-subsets of an n-element set, ordered by inclusion, i(B~(k))---min{k,n- k + 1} if 
In~2- kl >~ n/2-(n/2)  1/3. For bipartite posets with n elements or n minimal elements, 
i(P) <~ r n/(lg n - lglg n) ] + 1. Finally, the fraction of the n-element posets having interval 
number between (1 - e) n/8 lg n and (3/2) ([" n/lg n - lg lg n) ] + 1) approaches 1 as n -~ oo (using 
the Kleitman-Rothschild model of random posets). 
1. Introduction 
In the special issue devoted to the preceding meeting in this series, we introduced 
[10-I the notion of the interval (inclusion) number of poset P. A containment repres- 
entation of P is an assignment of a setf(x) to each x e P such that x < y if and only if 
f (x )  c f (y ) .  The interval number i(P) is the minimum value t such that P has a contain- 
ment representation f in  which eachf(x)  is the union of at most t intervals on the real 
line. The results in [10] include i(P) <<, r dim(P)/2 7, i(B2k) = k (where Bn denotes the 
Boolean algebra on n elements), bounds on the interval number for compositions and 
products of posets, and the fact that testing i(P) <<, k for fixed k >1 2 is NP-complete. 
In this paper we obtain bounds on the interval number of special subposets of the 
Boolean algebra and study the interval number for random posets. Both of these 
investigations were motivated by the question of how large i(P) can be for a poset on 
n elements. A poser with interval number 3 must have dimension at least 5; the 
smallest known poset with interval number 3 is the subposet of B7 consisting of the 
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singletons and 5-sets. Hence in Section 2 we study i(B,(k)), where B,(k) denotes the 
subposet of B, consisting of the singletons and the k-sets. We use a counting argument 
to prove that if In/2 - k l > n/2 - (n/2) 1/3, then a simple construction is optimal and 
yields i (B,(k))= min{k, n -  k + 1}. However, when k is near n/2 there are better 
constructions. The dimension of these posets was studied by Dushnik [11 and by 
Spencer [141, see also [3] for a modern viewpoint. The results for i(B,(k)) are very 
much different from those for dim(B,(k)). 
In Section 3, we study the interval number of large posets in terms of their size, for 
bipartite posets and for random posets. Bipartite posers are those whose comparabil- 
ity graph is bipartite. This is equivalent to every element being maximal or minimal. 
This term avoids the disagreement in terminology over whether such a poset should 
be said to have height 1 or height 2. We prove that i(P) <% [ n/(lg n - ½ lg lg n) "] + 1 for 
every n-element bipartite poset P. For random posets, we use the Kleitman- 
Rothschild model [8], in which all n-element posets are equally likely. We prove that 
in this model almost every poset has interval number between s 1and 2 a times the bound 
above for bipartite posets, roughly speaking. Nevertheless, the asymptotic behavior of 
maxle I =,  i(P) remains open; in particular, we do not know whether it grows linearly 
or sublinearly with n. Section 4 contains a collection of open problems about interval 
number of posets. 
2. Singletons and k-sets 
The 'standard' example of an n-dimensional poset is the subposet of B, induced by 
the singletons and n -  1-element sets. However, this poset has interval number 2, 
which is a special case of the following theorem. We use the notation [n] = { 1 . . . . .  n}. 
Theorem 1. I f  k <~ (n/2) 1/3 or k >1 n - (n/2) 1/3, then i(B,(k)) = min{k,n - k + 1}. 
Proof. First suppose k <% n/2 and put P = B, (n -k ) .  For each X eP  define 
f (X )  = U i~x (i - 0.5, i + 0.51. Clearly f is a containment representation for P. Each 
singleton receives one interval. Each set X of size n - k has at most k gaps, which 
meansf(X)  consists of at most k + 1 intervals, and hence i(P) <~ k + 1. 
To prove i(P) > k if k <% (n/2) 1/3, we assume the contrary and fix a representation 
f for P that uses no more than k intervals per element. We call the intervals assigned to 
the singleton sets the 1-intervals. Because containment representation is defined using 
strict inclusion, we may assume that all endpoints are distinct, and hence there 
is a unique leftmost 1-interval [a, b] and unique rightmost 1-interval [c,d], which 
by symmetry we may assume are assigned to n -  1 and n, respectively. Let 
I = [a,d]. Now consider an (n -  k)-set X such that {n-  1,n} c X c I-n]. Since 
[a, b] u [c, d] o f (X) ,  the set I - f (X )  is the union of at most k - 1 intervals; we call 
these the gaps of X. Each of the k elements of [hi - X is assigned a 1-interval 
intersecting a gap of X. By the pigeonhole principle, some gap of X intersects 
1-intervals for distinct singletons. 
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We choose a label l(X) for each such set X. Consider the first gap of X that 
intersects 1-intervals for distinct singletons. If some (first) point p within the gap 
belongs to 1-intervals for distinct singletons, we let l(X) = { j: p e f ({  j })}. If there is no 
such point p, we let l(X) consist of the two singletons with leftmost 1-intervals 
intersecting this gap. In either case we have I(X)c_ In -  2], X c7 l (X )= 0, and 
2 <~ I l(X) ] <~ k. For a given set T _ [n - 2] of size t, at most (" k_2 it) of the n -- k- 
subsets of [n] can be assigned T as their label, since a set X for which l(X) = T must 
omit T and an additional k - t elements chosen from [n - 2] - T. Since all labels 
have size at least 2, we have ~ k-t I t"-2-tX ./ (~-~). Let r denote the number of distinct labels. 
Since we choose labels for the ("k 2) sets of size k containing {n - 1,n}, we have 
r(~-~)/> ("k 2), which simplifies to 
(n - 2)(n - 3) 
r~> (1) 
k(k -  1) 
On the other hand, the possibilities for distinct labels are restricted by the config- 
uration of 1-intervals. Consider a candidate point p traveling from left to right 
through the interval I. For any given position of p, if p belongs to distinct 1-intervals 
or lies outside all 1-intervals, then there is a potential label consisting of the singletons 
whose 1-intervals contain p or the singletons corresponding to the 1-intervals nearest 
to p on each side, respectively. Furthermore, these are the only possible labels. 
Therefore, from the current position of p, when moving to the right we can only obtain 
a new label when we encounter the left endpoint of a new 1-interval in [n - 2] or pass 
the right endpoint of an old 1-interval in [n - 2]. There are at most 2k(n - 2) such 
points, and in fact the first and last cannot generate labels, so we have r < 2k(n - 2). 
Together with (1), this becomes k2(k - 1) > (n - 3)/2. 
For the other case, suppose P = B,(k), where again k <~ n/2. The representation 
defined above uses at most k intervals for each element of P. Again we prove 
optimality by associating labels with the large sets. Suppose i (P)< k and fix an 
optimal representation. For each k-set X c In], some interval J assigned to X must 
contain 1-intervals for distinct singletons. As above, we assign to X a label l(X) ~ [n] 
such that 2 ~< l(X) ~ k, but this time with l(X) c X. It consists of the singletons whose 
1-intervals contain the leftmost duplicated point in J or the two singletons corres- 
ponding to leftmost 1-intervals in J. If ITI = t, then at most (~ Z~) of the k-sets can have 
T as label, and this is at most (~,?_ 2) since t i> 2. If r is the total number of labels, we 
have r(~Z2 2)/> (~,), or r >1 n(n - 1)/[k(k - 1)]. By counting the possible labels arising in 
a left-to-right scan of the 1-intervals, we obtain r < 2kn, or k2(k - l) > (n - 1)/2. [] 
These bounds are much smaller than the dimension of these posets. Dushnik [1] 
proved that if k t> 2x/On, then dim(B,(k)) = n - r + 1, where r is the smallest value 
such that k >>. Ln/r_] + r - 2. spencer [14] proved that dim(B,(2)) ~ lg lg n. 
The range of Theorem 1 is somewhat limited, and we soon need to consider other 
arguments. We showed in [10] that i(B5(3)) = i(B6(4)) = 2, meaning that the con- 
clusion of Theorem 1 does not extend to all (n, k). For large enough n, the theorem 
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implies that i(B,(n - 2))= 3, but when n = 7 the theorem does not yet apply. We 
consider the example of B7(5) in detail, because it is the smallest known example (28 
elements) of a poset with interval number 3. Our lower bound proof for i(B7(5)) uses 
a result about interval intersection representations of graphs. For an undirected graph 
G at t-representation is a function f on V(G) such that for every u ~ V(G), f(u) is the 
union of at most t intervals from the real line, and such that uv ~ E(G) if and only if 
f(u) n f(v) ~ 0 (for distinct u, v). At t-representation has depth r if no point on the real 
line belongs to more than r of the image sets f(v). The depth-r interval number of G, 
denoted i,(G), is the minimum t such that G has a t-representation f depth r. 
Scheinerman [11] and Maas [9] proved that i,(G) >>. (e + (~))/[n(r - 1)] for a graph 
G with n vertices and e edges (see also [13]); this is proved by counting the 
intersections that can yield edges as the representation is traversed from left to right. 
The case r = 2 was used in the early papers [15] and [4]; i2(G)~> (e + 1)/n. In 
particular, i2(K5) > 2. We will use this to prove i(B7(5)) > 2. 
Theorem 2. i(B7(5)) = 3. 
Proof. The upper bound follows from the standard construction beginning the proof 
of Theorem 1. To prove optimality, assume that i(B7(5)) <~ 2 and fix a 2-representa- 
tion f in which 6 and 7 are the singletons assigned the leftmost and rightmost 
1-intervals, in the terminology of the preceding proof. By modifying the 1-intervals for 
the other elements, we will obtain a depth-2 2-representation for the complete graph 
Ks, which is impossible. Consider a 5-set X containing {6, 7}. Sincef(X)  has only two 
intervals, X has only one gap, and 1-intervals for the two elements of [5] - X must 
intersect hat gap. Extend these 1-intervals toward each other until they intersect 
(unless they already intersect). Since no other singleton can have a 1-interval intersect- 
ing this gap, this does not cause any point to be contained in more than two 
1-intervals. We make this modification for each X containing {6,7}. Since every 
2-subset of [5] is the complement of such an X, the resulting intervals for [5] form 
a 2-representation f Ks. 
In order to make this into a depth-2 2-representation, we make further modifica- 
tions to limit the depth at points not belonging to any gap. Because all edges of K5 
have been represented within the gaps, it suffices to reduce the depth outside gaps to 
2 by deleting portions of 1-intervals; in doing this, we must avoid increasing the 
number of intervals used for any singleton. Let J be a maximal interval not intersect- 
ing any gap. It suffices to show that at most two 1-intervals can contain J and extend 
on both sides, because any other portions of 1-intervals in J can be deleted without 
increasing the number of 1-intervals. In fact, iff({i}) and f({ j }) both contain J (and 
extend on both sides), let X = [7] - {i,j}. Then these 1-intervals for i and j both 
intersect the gaps that occur on each side of J. The only 5-set for which these can be 
gaps is X, but if X has two gaps thenf(X) has at least three intervals. Hence in fact at 
most one 1-interval properly contains J in this way, and we can reduce the depth 
outside gaps to 1, forming the impossible representation f Ks. [] 
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In light of Theorem 2, in which the conclusion of Theorem 1 still holds, it is natural 
to try to extend the range of applicability of Theorem 1. The next theorem places 
a limit on how far the formula of Theorem 1 can hold. It would be interesting to know 
the asymptotics of the maximum value of k such that i(B,(n - k)) = k + 1. 
Theorem 3. I f  k > [ (,~-ff + 1 - 1)/2 ], then i(B,(n - k)) <~ k. 
Proof. Suppose n = 2r(r + 1) and k = r + 1; we provide a k-representation for 
Bn(n - k). Treat the elements of [n] as pairs (i, j)  indexing the rows and columns of an 
r by 2r + 2 array. We create an ordering of 1-intervals o that any pair of singletons in 
a single row of the array have adjoining 1-intervals. Such adjacencies correspond to 
a complete graph of order 2r + 2; add one dummy element to obtain a complete graph 
in which the vertices have even degree. This graph is Eulerian; order the 1-intervals by 
their appearances on a Eulerian circuit, starting with the dummy element, then delete 
the dummy intervals. Do this successively for the singletons in each row. Note that we 
use k = r + 1 intervals for each singleton. 
To complete the containment representation, we must add k intervals for each 
(n - k)-set X that include all 1-intervals for the elements in X but omit at least one 
1-interval for each element of the complement. Since I.~[ = r + 1, the set X omits 
some pair of elements in the same row. These have a consecutive pair of 1-intervals, o 
we need only allow r gaps to miss 1-intervals for the r + 1 elements of 3(. 
For the general case, let r = [ ½x/~ ~, and fill out the grid of elements to an r by 
2r + 2 array by adding dummy elements. With k > r, there are still two omitted 
elements in the same row, and the construction described above works. [] 
When k is near n/2, or indeed is between ~n and fin for 0 < ~ < fl < 1 when n is 
large, much more efficient representations can be found. For such values of k, it 
follows from the results of the next section that a factor of lg n can be saved compared 
to min{k,n - k + 1}. 
3. Bounds in terms of poset size 
In this section we consider posets with n elements. Hiraguchi [5] proved that 
dim(P) ~< n/2 when n >~ 4; hence we know i(P) <~ r n/4"]. Hiraguchi's inequality is 
tight for the posets Bn/2(n/2 - 1), but these have interval number 2. We prove next that 
the interval number of a bipartite poset cannot be linear in the size, which suggests 
that the maximum over all n-element posets will be sublinear. 
Theorem 4. I f  P is an n-element bipartite poset, then 
i (P )~ i gn - lg lgn  + 1. 
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Proof. We establish a universal structure that will accommodate r presentations for 
all bipartite posets with elements In]. Let m = lg n - lg lg n. Partition In] into F n/m -1 
disjoint subsets Xi with I X~l.< m. For each i, create 2 ts'L disjoint subintervals within 
the interval [i - 1, i]. Assign each subset S G Xi one of these intervals, arbitrarily, and 
assign each element of S a distinct point within the interval g(S) assigned to S. Note 
that each element of X~ is assigned to at most 2 m- t distinct points in [i - 1, i]. With 
m = lg n - lg lg n, we have 2 m- 1 = n/(2 lg n) < F n/m -1 + 1. 
Now consider an arbitrary poset P on the set In]. For each element x eP, 
the order ideal D(x )= {yeP: y<<.x} generated by x is a subset of In]. If 
x is a minimal element in P, we represent x by the points assigned to it within 
[i - 1, i], where i is the unique index such that x e X~. If x is not a minimal element, 
then the partition {Xi} of [hi induces a partition of P - D(x), with Yi = Xi c~ 
(P -O(x) ) .  We let f (x )= [O,[n/m-]]-  gig(Y/). Since we have deleted Fn/m~ 
intervals, f(x) consists of at most F n/m7 + 1 intervals. Furthermore, we have 
provided a gap inf(x)  containing an interval for each minimal element outside D(x) 
and a portion of intervals for each maximal element other than x, so this is 
a representation. [] 
Note that this construction does not work for posets of arbitrary height. It 
works for bipartite posets because the inclusion relationships between the non- 
minimal elements are destroyed within the parts Xi of the partition. In fact, the 
construction applies to any class of bipartite posets having no more than n minimal 
elements, yielding a representation in which maximal elements are assigned 
F n/(lg n - lg lg n) -] + 1 intervals and minimal elements are assigned at most ½n/(2 lg n). 
In particular, we have the bound on i(Bn(k)) advertised in the preceding section, 
which is an improvement over the trivial construction when ctn < k < fin and n is 
large. 
Corollary 5. i(B,(k)) ~< F n/(lg n - lg lg n) 7 + 1 for all 1 < k < n. 
Finally, we show that this is the right order of magnitude for the interval number of 
almost every poset. This result is based on the description of the random n-element 
poset due to Kleitman and Rothschild [81. They obtained an asymptotic formula for 
the number of n-element posets, proving that its base-2 logarithm is asymptotic to 
n2/4. Asymptotically, this many posets can be constructed using three levels L0, LI,  
L2 of sizes n/4, n/2, n/4, respectively, and adding some subset of the cover relations 
x < y such that xeLo,  y~L~, or xELt ,  y ~ L2. Hence almost every n-element poset 
has this structure, in that the fraction not having this structure goes to 0. Furthermore, 
if we view these cover relations as introduced independently, with probability ½, we see 
that in almost all posets we have x < z for all x e L0, z ~ L2. (The expected number of 
unrelated pairs of this form is (n2/16)(3/4) "/2, which approaches 0,so the probability of 
having no bad pair approaches 1.) 
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Theorem 6. Suppose P is a random n-element poset, with each such poset being equally 
likely. For any e > O, the probability approaches 1 that 
(1-e)8--~g n~<i (P )<~ gn- lg lgn  +1.  
Proof. For the upper bound, the discussion above allows us to assume that P has 
three levels and that every element of the bottom level is less than every element of the 
top level. We use the construction i Theorem 4 to represent the poset Po induced by 
the bottom two levels and the poset PI induced by the top two levels. Translate these 
representations to disjoint portions of the real line, and give each element of the top 
level an interval containing the full representation for Po. The result is a representa- 
tion of P. Letting k = [ n/(lg n - lg lg n) ,] + 1, it uses at most k/2 intervals for each 
element of the bottom level, k + 1 for each element of the top level, and k + k/2 for 
each element of the middle level. 
The lower bound follows from a counting argument that is standard for lower 
bounds on representation parameters for combinatorial structures where the repres- 
entations use intervals (see [2, 12] for example). A representation is determined by the 
ordering of the endpoints of its intervals. The number of distinct orderings of 2k letters 
of each of n types is (2kn)!/((2k)!) n. The base-2 logarithm of this is asymptotic to 
2kn lg n. Since the base-2 logarithm of the number of n-element poset is asymptotic to 
n2/4 [8], almost all n-element posets fail to be representable if we allow at most 
k = (1 - e)n/(8 lg n) intervals per vertex. [] 
4. Open problems 
1. Determine the asymptotic behavior of the function q~(n)= maxrp I = hi(P); in 
particular, it is linear or sublinear? Presently we know n/(8 lg n) ~< ~(n) ~< [- n/4 -]. How 
tight is the bound of Theorem 4 for bipartite posets? 
2. Determine the maximum value ofk such that i(Bn(n - k)) = k + 1. We know this 
value is at least (n/2) 1/3 and at most [ ( ~ -  1)/2,]. Determine the maximum 
over k of i(B,,(k)). In particular, is it f2(n/lg n), and for what k as a function of n does it 
occur? 
3. In [10], we studied 'removal theorems' analogous to those of dimension theory. 
We showed that i(P - x) >i i(P) - 1 ifx is a maximal or minimal element of P, but for 
an arbitrary element we could only prove i(P - x) >1 i(P)/2. However, we have no 
example with i(P - x) < i(P) - I. What is the maximum by which deletion of an 
element can reduce the interval number? 
4. Is the interval number bounded for useful special classes of posets? In [10], we 
proved i(P) ~< 2 if P is an interval order. Is there a bound for angle orders, n-gon 
orders, or planar posets? We have no example of a planar poset with i(P) > 2. Kelly 
[7] proved that dimension can be arbitrarily large for planar posets. 
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5. What are the bounds on i(P) in terms of other poset parameters? The Boolean 
algebras how that the bound i(P) <~ F (dim P)/2 7 is best possible. In [10], we proved 
that i(P) <<. ~ (3/2)idim(P)q~ where idim denotes interval dimension. Is this best pos- 
sible? We do not yet know of any poset with interval dimension 2and interval number 
3. Also, since dim P is bounded by the width of P (maximum antichain size) [6], it 
follows that i(P) <<. r w(P)/2 7, but it seems likely that this bound could be substan- 
tially improved. 
6. In [10], we proved for the lexicographic composition of posets that 
i(P [Q]) ~< max {i(P), [- (dim Q)/2 1 }. Can this inequality be sharpened to i(P [Q]) ~< 
1 + max{i(P), i(Q)}? 
7. The proof in [10] of NP-completeness for recognizing posets with fixed interval 
number uses posets of unbounded height. Is the problem still NP-complete for posets 
of fixed height or for bipartite posets? 
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